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Synthetic/
conventional footing

MINI DragNfly

The MINI DragNfly has an
open cage roller on the
front, next there is three
rows of tines that work like
fingers to mix and spread
the surface keeping the
footing from clumping,
giving an ultimate mixing
effect of the surface. This
drag is designed to mix the
surface only. This drag cannot dig, working great for
shallow footing surfaces. It
can be pulled behind ATV,
golfcart etc,or small compact tractor.
Sizes D60”,D72”,D84”D96”

The DragNfly

The unique design of the DragNfly
features a row of adjustable,
aggressive ripper teeth that are
offset, having a working depth
of up to 4 inches. The teeth are
designed with a curve on the
bottom to roll unused footing to
the surface. The rear two rows of
spring tines are off set and can be
adjusted by a manual ratchet. The
spring tines work like fingers to
mix & spread keeping the footing
from clumping, giving an ultimate
mixing effect of the surface.The
rear bar roller rolls the material
back down leaving an attractive
pattern finish. The DragNfly handles all types of footings.The
DragNfly can easily be pulled with
small tractor, ATV,UTV,Golfcart
ect.. sizes D60”, D72”,D84”,D96”

DragNfly Pro

The DragNfly PRO renovates
and conditions conventional and synthetic footings on
horse riding arenas and tracks.
Since this groomer handles all
types of footings there is no
need to buy multiple groomers
when you change the footing
surface in your arena. The
DragNfly PRO adds unique
features over the DragNfly. The
3 Point Hitch swivels to allow
easier turning without throwing the footing. Coupled with
a compact length, this groomer allows tight turns around
jumps with a relatively low
horsepower requirement.
Sizes D72”, D84”,D96”

Horse Treadmill available for sale!
Starting at $29,750.00
Options: Incline available
Treadmill Features include:
Speed control, laser safety features.
Horse friendly features:
Horse will be able to set its own
pace.
Start, stop horse friendly.
User friendly! Financing available!

Horse Treadmill

